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The Cusack Single Pedal Tamer is a single 

loop box that can be used in many ways. Use 

it to true bypass those vintage, tone sucking 

pedals; use it to get that cool stutter effect; 

or use it to route your signal to a different 

set of effects.  

IN—Guitar Input to the PBT. This jack discon-
nects the battery power, so unplug when not in 

use to prolong battery life. 

SEND - This jack connects to the input of an 
effects pedal. The tip is grounded when 
nothing is plugged in, allowing the 

SPT to be used as a mute 

switch. 

RETURN - This jack connects to 

the output of an effects pedal.  

OUT - Output of the PBT.  Plug this 
either into your amp or into any other 

effects you want after this    effect.                                                   

Bypass Switch - Kick the switch to toggle 

between Loop Active and Loop Bypassed. 

DC Power Jack - Use to power your pedal from 
a DC supply.  This has the same pin-out as the 
standard pedal supplies, tip is ground, sleeve is 
9V.  Use a filtered supply, especially on high gain 
overdrive and distortion pedals, since they tend to  

amplify power supply  noise. 

Status LED (Red/Green) - When the effect is 
on, the LED is Red.  When battery voltage is below 

~7.5V, the LED will blink a few times when the pedal 

is engaged.  By default, the LED is Green when      
bypassed. To have the LED off in bypass, HOLD the 
Bypass Switch for a few seconds until the LED Blinks.  

Hold again to turn the LED back on in Bypass. The 

SPT must be in Latching mode to do this. 

Mode Toggle - Selects the mode of the Single 

Pedal Tamer. In the center position (L), 
the SPT acts as a Latching loop, so 

pressing the footswitch toggles    

between active and bypass. The 
other 2 settings are momentary 

modes. To the left is Normally 
Open (N.O.). This means the 

loop is active only if you are 
holding the footswitch. To 

the right is Normally 
Closed (N.C.), where the 

loop is bypassed when 
you are holding the 

footswitch.  
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